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Abstract—The topic has been selected regarding to recent dramatic change in education all over the world. In this research, the aim is to determine the level of acceptance of e-learning specifically by the students as well as identifying the effect of ease of use and facilitating conditions on the intention of students to accept e-learning platforms. Primary data was collected using online questionnaire, only 118 responses were valid for analysis. The measurement items for the variables were adopted from validated instruments and published articles and books used as a secondary source for getting data for this study. An appropriate statistical analysis tests were used to check the instrument reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) and testing research hypotheses (multiple linear regression test). To get this statistical test done the SPSS software was used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The e-learning platform or model is a new channel for acquiring education [1]. Also, It can be defined as a virtual place where students can learn instead of a traditional way [2]. There are many universities all over the world that offer these services to students for the learning process simple and very easy. However, there are some barriers to make an effective implementation of the e-learning system. In some of the positives that save time and effort, low costs, easy return to the scientific topic, and for the negatives, there are many who face difficulties in accessing the educational platform and other technical problems [3].

There are many factors that affect quality of e-learning. Such as user satisfaction, system quality and the quality of the information provided [4]. There are five basic principles for quality of distance education, accessibility, feasibility, education, student and teacher satisfaction, and unforgettable economic viability [5]. The most important pillar of e-learning is the user. According to: Lang; Kysel (2019) the main issue of e-learning is that this system doesn’t have the methods, procedures and techniques that enable students to define the information, concepts and skills that one should be able to provide.

According to Verkhova, Akimov (2019) using of qualimetric models in e-learning systems is very crucial to represent the academic accomplishments and comprehensive assessment of e-learning quality. According to Soukaina, El Bouhdidi, El Younoussi, Carrillo (2019) to develop learning tools we have to focus on web based engineering education which leads to build a very effective system[6]. According to Hilmy, De Silva, Pathirana, Kodagoda, Suriyawansya, (2019) the massive open online course is considered as a main source of e-learning materials[7]. According to Serhii, Volodymyr, Natalia, Andrii (2019) that the (ADS) which is axiomatic-deductive strategy is very important in organizing the e-learning course. Moreover the ADS satisfies the requirements for e-learning course semantic quality.

According to Naveed, Ahmad, Qamar, Khan, Naim, Hussain, Qureshi, Alsayed, Mohiuddin (2019) e-learning system provides a chance to get knowledge in most effective manner. The authors added that including the online social networking is very helpful in order to develop e-learning process and make it wider and effective [8].

The online social media tools is very important in improving and enhancing the e-learning system. It will make it easier and flexible for the students [9]. Vagarinho, LLamas-Nistal (2019) suggests universities that providing e-learning system should have a competitive advantage to attract students to them[3]. This can by enhancing the rules and policies that are implemented by these universities. The global model can be implemented from different universities all over the world that give students enough time to select the best e-learning system offered by colleges or universities. This point influences the building of e-learning system. Since each university is asked to improve an effective system that make students select them among different universities. Burdi, Chandio, Abbas, Abas, Naqvi (2019) show that it is very necessary focusing in building an advanced model for e-learning system [10]. This will enable users to access very easily and without any confusion. So and according to the author, the web designers should not forget any point while developing the system. Soukaina, El Bouhdidi, El Younoussi,
Carrillo, (2019) think that to develop learning tools we have to focus on web based engineering education to build very effective system [6]. These two articles are forcing on same point, which are building a dynamic system for e-learning that contain all the need of users is very important.

There is a need for building a system which includes all the aspects of a successful website like the content, context, customizing, communication, screen design and the other components that allow the users view the online system comfortably. According to Souali, Rahmaoui, Ouzzif, El Haddioui, (2019) it is very difficult to advise the most suitable educational resources for educators and researchers. The authors think that using Artificial Intelligence can help them to overcome this problem [11]. According by Naim, Hussain, Naveed, Ahmad, Qamar, Khan, Hweij (2019) that e-learning have two main challenges which are the interoperability of e-learning and developing learning through e-learning [9]. The both authors are talking about the challenges and difficulties that face the proper implementation of e-learning system. At the first article, the author believes that selecting the right e-leaning system is very complex topic.

While at the second article, the authors thinks that the interoperability is the main issue in developing e-learning system. Whatever, electronic learning (e-learning) , like other e-commerce application, still not investigated sufficiently. In the context of the study the adoption of technology has been investigated by few research, work process digitalization[12], providing e-government services [13], [14], accepting E-Mail System University Students[15], Clients acceptance of Internet Banking[16], adopting ICT by SMEs employees [17], and customers attitudes to adopt e-shopping [18]. Moreover, from the teaching assessment perspective also few studies has been done in the context of the study[19].

In brief, e-learning system is a new technology for introducing and providing the education for the learners. Any new technology launched will face difficulties and challenges in the beginning. People will not accept it till they got full understanding of it. E-learning system need to be dynamic and flexible for the users. Moreover, it needs to apply the latest e-learning tools to make the learning easy for the users. In addition, the e-learning system should connect to social media networking to facilitate the usage the learning process for the learners and wide the channels of communication between the whole users. Most of authors agree that e-learning system faces some challenges and the educational institutions that take online learning as another way for learning, should work hard to overcome these barriers by developing polices and learning tools.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

TAM stands for Technology Acceptance Model; this theory is considered with the user’s acceptance for a new technology or system. It models how users adopt or use the technology. The technology acceptance model has been adopted widely to study the needs of users for any new technology[20].

UTAUT is a modern technology that has been developed to facilitate the usage of technology for the users. UTAUT stands for Unified Theory on Acceptance and Use of Technology[21].

1.1 Facilitating condition: the implementing of condition that achieve the target of such thing[22], [23]. Ugandan universities used facilitating condition to make best use of e-learning implementation based on the UTAUT model. Ugandan universities were trying to study and establish the facilitating conditions that allow e-learning to prevail amongst these institution of learning. The Ugandan universities used facilitating conditions to determine behavior intention to use a technology. They focused on financial resources infrastructure, human resource and conditional content as facilitating condition to implement e-learning. The final output of this paper are the antecedents of facilitation condition that must be quantitatively or qualitatively tested to prove their contribution in facilitating the adoption and utilization of e-learning [24]. Many Universities study the factors that influence the students accepts of e-learning. As a result, researchers should take into consideration both technological and learning expectancies of students while investigating e-learning acceptance. There are four primary factors that affect the acceptance of e-learning by the student, which are performance expectancy and effort expectancy, social influence and facilitating conditions. The findings of this study show that both technological expectancy and educational compatibility are important determinants of e-learning acceptance [25]. Another study discovered the key drivers of student and teachers e-learning satisfaction. Three hundred and eighty –seven participates completed a survey questionnaire measuring their self-reported responses to six constructs tutor quality, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, course delivery, facilitation conditions, and course satisfaction. However, facilitating conditions was found to be a significant mediate or of perceived ease of use and satisfaction [26].

Ease of use is a tram that used to determine the simplicity of using a system, technology or anything else. It has been reported as many as fifty percent of adults, including first-year university student have some sort of computer-related phobia. Past research shows that computer anxiety influence how users perceive ease of use on information system. A survey methodology a approach was used in this study using 18 items for3 constructs (perceived ease of use, anxiety, and self-efficacy). Surrey data from 645 university students were analyzed. The findings show the importance of self-efficacy as a mediator between computers anxiety and perceived ease use of a learning management system [27]. A number of studies have indicates that the successful pedagogical use of technology depends on teachers attitudes and acceptance towards technology. Data were collected from 152 in – service teachers who education program in Hong Kong. The findings show that perceived ease of use become the sole determinant
to the prediction of intention to use. Moreover, that computer self-efficacy and the perceived ease of use were able to explain 68% of the variance observed in users intention to use the e-learning system [28]. Zarqa university (Jordan) mode a study aimed to measure the impact of several antecedent factors (ease of use toward-learning, usefulness toward e-learning, training on e-learning and trust of e-learning. The sample of (340) was selected from Zarqa University students. Results indicated the ease of use towered e-learning, usefulness toward e-learning, training on e-learning and trust of e-learning impacted attitude to use e-learning [29]. Based on above reviewed literature the following hypotheses are suggested which are represented in figure 1 the suggested research model:

\[ H1: \text{Ease of use will have a direct positive influence on intention of use e-learning.} \]

\[ H2: \text{Facilitating conditions will have a direct positive influence on intention of use of e-learning.} \]

![Figure 1: Study Model](image)

### III. RESEARCH METHODS

The study is aimed to determine the level of acceptance of e-learning specifically by the students as well as identifying the effect of ease of use and facilitating conditions on the intention of students to accept e-learning platforms.

Primary data was collected using online questionnaire, only 118 responses were valid for analysis. The measurement items for the variables were adopted from validated instruments[30], [31] and published articles and books used as a secondary source for getting data for this study.

An appropriate statistical analysis tests were used to check the instrument reliability (Cronbach’s alpha )[32]–[34] and testing research hypotheses (multiple linear regression test)[35], [36]. To get this statistical test done the SPSS software was used.

### IV. ANALYSIS

#### Table 1 reliability test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating condition</td>
<td>0.840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to accept e-learning platform</td>
<td>0.815</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple regression analysis used for hypotheses testing. Its results presented in the following tables (2,3,4)

#### Table 2 Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.448</td>
<td>.197</td>
<td>.183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Facilitating Condition, Ease of Use

#### Table 1 ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.778</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.889</td>
<td>14.076</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>129.807</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1.129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>161.585</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Intention to accept e-learning platform
b. Predictors: (Constant), Facilitating Condition, Ease of Use

#### Table 4 Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1.621</td>
<td>.405</td>
<td>4.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitating</td>
<td>.931</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>.476</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Intention to accept e-learning platform

Both ease of use and Facilitating condition, as shown in table (2) (R2 = 0.197) has explained (19.7%) of the variance in Intention to accept e-learning platform. Table (3) shows F test (F = 14.076) is significant at (P < 0.0). The results of utilized statistical test (regression analysis) shows that ease of use , see table (4), has a significant positive effect (β = 0.440, sig. = 0.00) on Intention to accept e-learning platform. While, facilitating condition in the same table (4) has no significant effect (β = 0.026, sig. = 0.755) on Intention to accept e-learning platform.

### V. DISCUSSION

The study found the Ease of Use has a significant impact on the Intention to accept e-learning platform. This result is in agree with results of (Naim et al., 2019) which discloses that e-learning platform in Universities is ease of use for students.
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The study found the Facilitating Conditions has no impact on the Intention to accept e-learning platform. This result is in disagree with results of (Allan et al., 2018) which discloses that there is a lack of facilitating conditions to adopt e-learning platform in Universities. However, universities should identify the user’s needs and requirements for e-learning system. Universities that implement e-learning should make the system flexible and easy to use by the users. Universities have to enhance their online-learning system performance, e-learning should facilitate all the conditions that fulfill user’s satisfactions and acceptances, and the Internet infrastructure should be developed to cover wide distance.

The e-learning system is the future of education sector and the current issue of spreading of Covid-19 has proven the necessity of moving to online learning world to continue the learning process at any situations and conditions. So, the responsibility of universities and colleges that provide e-learning platform for their student is identifying the users’ needs that make them accept the modern way of learning. They have to keep in their minds all the factors that influence user’s acceptance for e-learning system. For examples, ease of use and facilitating conditions that achieve the expectations and satisfactions of e-learning users.
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